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New admission plan criticized
Editor’s note: This is the second immediately informs the applicant
if he or she is accepted, Bowers
of two articles on the reorganiza
said.
tion of the Office of Admissions.
Citing figures from Vannini's
By MIKE DENNISON
evaluation, Bowers said out of
Montana Kaimin News Editor
about 5,000 applying students in
academic year 1978-79, only 86
Although the University of Mon were rejected.
tana administration says that new
"This tells me many could be
blood in the UM Admissions Office admitted by scanning,” Bowers
will help pave the way to better said.
student recruitment and speedier
The scanning method is now
responses to student inquiries, the being used in admissions, and
office's ex-director is not so sure. Bowers said each evaluator is
Marilyn Parker, former director reviewing about 25 applications
of admissions who was demoted to
per day. He said in 1978-79,
an administrative officer position
employees in the admissions ofin December 1979, agreed that evaluations and had to be com
student recruitment should be pleted later.
headquartered in the Admissions
Parker attacked these figures as
Office.
m is le a d in g . She said the
Yet Parker insists the ad evaluations “scanned" at the rate
ministrations has made a poorly
of 25 per day were not complete
informed decision to "reorganize” evaluations and had to be com
the office, and that alternatives pleted later.
were seldom discussed with ad
Also, the figure of five per day for
missions personnel.
previous admissions work did not
This summer, UM President take into account other work done
Richard Bowers instructed UM by the same evaluators, such as
Director of Development Allan
meeting students in the office,
Vannini to evaluate the Ad processing placement exams, and
missions Office, with an eye admitting former students, who do
toward reorganizing it. Vannini
not formally apply, Parker said.
had worked with admissions at a
On the admission and rejection
previous post at Unity College in figures, Parker said an additional
Maine.
424 students who were eventually
The reorganization plan sub admitted had to have their records
mitted by Vannini recommended
reviewed by the Faculty-Student
firing six admissions workers. The Admission Committee.
workers were not fired, but three of
Parker also said Bowers' claim
them were shuffled to other offices that she and other admissions
on campus. The stated goals of the employees resisted switching from
administration, speedy application assembly-line evaluation to oneevaluating and expanded recruit person evaluation is “ an outright
ment, are still being instigated.
lie.”
One method the administration
In a memorandum dated Oct. 13,
said it wanted admissions workers
1978, from Parker to Fred Weldon,
to abandon was the assembly-line
director of student affairs, Parker
fashion of evaluating applications
outlined her plan to abandon the
for admission.
assembly-line evaluation.
By the old method, each applica
She said at that time both
tion was evaluated in about 10
steps, with each step handled by a Bowers and Weldon resisted her
different person. The applicant’s suggestion of retraining workers
academic standing was examined, to evaluate admission applications
and then he or she was accepted or themselves, calling it “too costly.”
The plan was finally accepted,
rejected.
she said, and workers began
Bowers said this method was too training to implement it during
slow, and if any person in the spring 1979. Parker said that had
assembly line was absent, the she remained director and the
whole process was halted.
workers not been reshuffled, the
Instead, a “scanning method” plan would have been put in use
should be used, where one worker this fall.
evaluates the application and
Ex-director of admissions

Richard Hill said recently that
Parker’s requests were almost
exactly what he would have re
quested to fu lfill the ad
ministration’s expectations of the
admissions office.
Hill maintained that the office's
method of evaluation was in good
working order and that he would
not have changed it.
Bowers said he tried to persuade
Hill to adopt the scanning method
of evaluation, thus speeding up the
evaluation process and freeing
evaluators to become on-the-road
recruiters.
"But Rich Hill wouldn’t look at
this method," Bowers said. “ Hill
told me the only thing to do was to
add more people, and I said no. I've
had to cut 65 faculty and 63 staff
employees since I’ve been here.
I’m not going to cut any more
faculty. There is no money
available for new employees."
Hill still insists the plan wouldn’t
have worked, because he would
have had to use classified
employees. Hill said as recruiters
these employees would un
doubtedly work overtime, and at
timer-and-a-half, overtime would
prove too expensive.
Cont. on p. 8
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STATE OFFICIALS listen to objections from faculty members and
students to a plan to black out 76 percent of the window space in the
Liberal Arts Building. A decision about whether the $400,000 energy
conservation plan will be approved is expected sometime this week.
From left to right are Philip Hauk, state administrator, and John
Richardson, commissioner of higher education. (Staff photo by Leslie
Vlning.)

Anaconda needn’t close, EPA says
By Michael Crater
Montana Kaimin Raportar

The Anaconda Copper Co.
could continue operating its
copper smelter in Anaconda if it
wanted to, according to a
representative of the Environmen
tal Protection Agency.
Spokesman Ken Alkema said
yesterday low-interest loans and
other financial aids are available
from the federal government to
help industries comply with en
vironmental laws. The Anaconda
Co. could also apply for a variance
from the laws until 1987, he said, if
it wanted to bring the smelter into
compliance.
The company announced Mon
day it was c u rta ilin g its
operations,putting about 1,500
people out of work.
Most American smelters are

outdated, he said, and lack the
p o llu tio n -co n tro l technology
developed by Japan and Europe.
Conversely, the EPA has based its
environmental performance stan
dards on Japan's, fo rcin g
American industries to update
their facilities.
Alkema said the Anaconda Co.
proposed some of the regulations
it now claims are forcing the
closure. He explained that after the
EPA passed air-quality standards,
the company proposed emissions
limitations to Montana that would
bring the state into compliance
with the EPA. If the Anaconda Co.
were to rebuild its smelter, as
Kennecott Copper Co. has done in
Utah, compliance could be achiev
ed, Alkema said.
Joan Miles of the Environmental
Information Center in Helena
echoed Alkema’s statements.

Miles said it's a shame the com
pany is pulling out of a state it has
made billions of dollars In profit
from, especially when compliance
with the regulations would cost
only “about $400 million.”
Miles said the environmental
regulations were only a small part
of- the reason for the closure.
Federal worker-safety limitations
on arsenic and lead within the
plant were another, she said
economic difficulties such as ris
ing energy costs were also major
factors, according to Miles.
Bill
Tom linson,
research
specialist in environmental studies
at UM, stressed that the en
vironmental regulations alone did
not cause the closure. The smelter
has received variances continually
since 1974 ana could get a
variance again, he said.

Yee a footnote in ‘Shanghai Communique’
By ALAN ROSENBERG
Montana Kaimin Raportar

The Shanghai Communique,
which called fqr the normalization
of relations with China, will
probably be recorded in history
books as President Nixon’s crow
ning achievement.
Albert Yee, dean of the School of
Education, will be happy to be just
a footnote.
Yee, the first American psy
chologist to make an official tour
of China, had worked for several
years to open a communications
channel between the two coun
tries.
In May, Yee spent three weeks in
China as the guest of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, lecturing
and holding conferences.
Yee, who lectured on the subject
of admissions testing, said that
though his talks were well receiv
ed, the main thing gained by his
trip was the advancement of in
terpersonal relations.
“Personal relations are very impor
tant," Yee said. “That's what
American businessmen forget. In
China they don't just talk business

like detached robots.”
To Yee, a veteran of the Korean
conflict, the question of normaliza
tion of relations with China was
one of peace or war. Before
Nixon’s visit, he said, the course
the United States was taking of “ no
recognition, and no communica
tion” with China was a dangerous
one.
“With China and the United
States screaming at each other, I
felt there was a need to develop
some kind of dialogue,” he said. In a paper titled “ Expanding
A m e rican H is to ry B eyond
C h a u v in is m ,”
Yee w ro te :
"Americans should reflect serious
ly on the fact that in less than four
decades their nation has fought
three wars in Asia. Each might
have been averted or concluded in
less time with far less loss of life
and destruction. But serious misjudgment, lack of knowledge and
insight concerning Asian history
and cultures and a chauvinistic
view of the world . . . made
America vulnerable.”
In 1971, Yee wrote a letter to the
White House urging President
Nixon to open communication
channels with China. He received

no response.
After the United States sent a
pingpong team to China, Yee tried
again. Still there was no response.
Then, Yee recalls, Kissinger
made his secret trip to China to
pave the way for the historic
presidential visit. When the trip
was announced, Yee wrote
another letter suggesting the
president take with him a plan for
educational, cultural and scientific
exchange.
The National Security Council
welcomed Yee's advice and he
began corresponding with John
Holdridge, a senior staff member
of the NSC. Yee submitted to
Holdridge a history of United
States-China relations emphasiz
ing cultural and educational ties.
In the years following Nixon’s
trip, Yee worked through the
Chinese embassy in Ottawa and
later through the newly-opened
C hinese Mason o ffic e in
Washington, D.C., continuing to
lobby for cultural exchange.
When Yee first visited China as a
Fulbright scholar in 1972, the
Cultural Revolution was ridding
the nation of Western influence.

Chairman Mao Tse Tung was
making a clean sweep of univer
sities and other centers of lear
ning.
“They turned on the intellectuals
and what they called ‘foreign
pollution’,” Yee said.
At that time one of Yee’s goals
was to locate China's psy
chologists for the American Psy
chological Association. He met
with little success. Psychologists
were being punished for their
"foreign orientation.” After three
frustrating weeks in the winter of
1972, Yee was able to track down
only five.
“They weren’t working and they
were tight-lipped about their situa
tion and the fate of colleagues,” he
said, "especially those who were
educated in the United States."
Yee says that one of the most
memorable moments of his trip in
May was to meet Pan Shu, the
reinstated president of the
Chinese Psychological Associa
tion who suffered house arrest
during the 10-year cultural revolu
tion. In 1972 Yee wasn’t able to
obtain any information about Pan,
who had received a doctorate at
the University of Chicago in 1927.

Yee said he received some
negative comments after his first
trip to China. “Some people
thought I was a communist,” he
said. “They thought I was tainted.
But you shrug your shoulders at
that kind of stupidity.”
Yee said he is convinced that the
Cultural Revolution was “ an
aberration.” One reason for the
“ long continuity of Chinese
culture,” Yee says, is the Chinese
emphasis on education. “The
ethos of the Chinese is the
scholar,” he said. “The only culture
similar to that is the Hebrew.”
The fact that the Cultural
Revolution was looked upon
favorably by some Americans
disturbed Yee. "It was frustrating
watching others write about it,” he
said. “They didn't know the old
China.”
The Cultural Revolution "set
back education, scholarly and
artistic activities 10 years,” Yee
said. “The Cultural Revolution is
the closest thing to what happened
in Nazi Germany."
According to Yee, other
American
psychologists
and
educators will visit their counter
parts in China in the future.
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T w o le s s o n s in h o w
Textbook situations rarely seem
applicable to college life when merely
studied in the classroom.
So apparently the University of
Montana administration Jias decided to
provide practical examples of textbook
problems to give students a flavor of
"the real world."
Witness these two incidents:
• Faculty members in the Liberal Arts
Building learned in July that plans had
been completed to block most of the
window space in classrooms and
offices with heat-saving insulation and
boards.
• Six employees in the Office of
Admissions learned in August that
plans had been completed for a
reorganization of the office and that
those plans called for their firings.
Both groups protested—loudly. An
subsequently, the original plans have
been modified to meet some of their
demands, proving the administration’s
practice of making arbitrary decisions
cannot work at UM.
The only redeeming facet of these
internal wars is that they emphasize to
administration
and
management
students how not to run an organiza
tion.
In fact, the two controversies could
almost have been plucked from a book
used in UM public and business
administration classes—“Management
Systems,” by Charles Schoderbek.
The importance of communication
among all members of an organization,
regardless of rank, is a major focus of
the book. Early management practices,

letters

not t o

r u n a u n iv e r s it y

known as scientific or mechanistic,
disregarded the opinion and emotions
of employees—much as UM's ad
ministrators have done.
These early practices were based on
getting the most work for the least cost
to management, be it wages, time or
headaches. Basically considered ob
solete, these management methods
are still in use at UM.
For instance, Allan Vannini, who as
acting director of admissions ordered
the six firings, said in a news release at
the time, that too much money and
time, was spent on clerical work.
His plans for streamlining the office
were based solely on the results of a
management audit. No employees in
the office were consulted—a manage
ment practice now recognized as
detrimental in fostering better produc
tion.
Plans for the LA windows were made
in much the same manner. A June
memo written by Patricia Douglas,
fiscal vice president, noted the LA
Building had been chosen for the
project simply because it qualified for
federal funds, would pay for itself in a
reasonable amount of time and is
funded totally by state money.
Factors such as the large number of
students and professors who would be
affected by the decisions, and their
opinions about it, were ignored.
Money was the pivotal point around
which both plans were made. However,
human emotions and needs often
contradict economic reasoning, es
pecially at a liberal arts university

known for its outspoken employees.
Yet the administration failed to ask
opinions of anyone affected by the
plans—a failure noted often by those
very people.
Faculty members opposing the plan
for the LA Building pointed out in July
that the plan was based on studies
done from an engineering viewpoint.
Faculty and students had not been
taken into consideration.
This point was re-emphasized
recently by Sociology Professor
Richard Vandiver, who said the faculty
members “don’t like things crammed
down their throat.”
Obviously, these opinions count.
The six admissions employees were
rehired after they failed a grievance

against UM. The LA windows have yet
to be boarded up, as talks continue
with state planners.
Communication is stressed by
Schoderbek and other management
theorists as a necessary tool for
smooth operations. Yet communica
tion between UM administrators and
their employees consistently occurs
only after a situation has neared the
point of breakdown.
The resulting ill will on both sides
only serves to further erode morale on
campus and to point up UM's poor
management practices.
Perhaps it’s time UM administrators
took a basic class in management.

fraternal order should not pass up.
There will be special classes during the
entire first day, starting at 8 a.m. with
"Fraternity/Sorority Functions Training,”
to be followed by a very informative class
entitled “The Greeks: A Brief History." The
entire afternoon will be devoted to the final
class of the day—“ Pledge Initiation:
Methods and Motives."
A kegger, featuring many attractive
sorority girls, will be held that night and
classes the following day will be postponed
until noon. All of Sunday afternoon will be

spent learning the fine art of solicitation.
Specially installed telephones will allow
trainees to call into the homes and rooms of
eager college students and encourage
them persistently until they are eventually
delighted to attend their initial fraternity
function. Solicitation is a thankless task
and a brother’s only true satisfaction comes
from being especially good at his job.
The IFCTS will feature many other
necessary
and
pertinent classes
throughout the week, and this rare oppor
tunity can become a significant reality for

anyone interested by simply applying in
person to the Alpha Beta Mu house at 777
University Ave. before midnight Friday, or
by calling toll-free 1-800-069-FRAT.
The fee is a nominal $350 for this sevenday extravaganza and we are limiting the
number of applications we accept, so hurry
and APPLY TODAY!
Clark Fair
senior, journalism and English

Sue O'Connell

—

Join the ‘brotherhood’
Editor We would like to take this opportuni
ty to invite all those interested in fraternity
life at the University of Montana to heed
this important notice.
We are offering—beginning Saturday—a
one-week training session for prospective
fraternity brothers. This first-time-ever In
troductory Fraternity Corps. Training Ses
sion (IFCTS) will introduce to the majority
viable prospects for life in the brotherhood.
It is an opportunity those interested in the
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16 positions—not people—cut
with money allotted for another
professor who is on leave without
pay. So officially, there is no Italian
professor.
Also, two professors in the
College of Arts and Sciences
became administrators and are no
longer paid as teachers. History
Professor* Donald Spencer is now
associate dean of the Graduate
School. Humanities Professor
James Todd has become chairman
of the Art Department for the
School of Fine Arts. Maureen
Curnow, associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, used
to be the assistant dean, a change
that eliminated one teaching posi
tion, Hulme said.
The philosophy department lost
two faculty positions but the two
professors are still teaching at UM.
Phillip Fandozzi was an assistant

By JIM BRUGGERS
Montana Kalmin New* Editor

As a result of last year's
retrenchment process, 16 full- and
part-time faculty positions have
been eliminated.
However, some fancy faculty
shuffling has allowed most Univer
sity of Montana professors who
taught last year to stay. Those 16
positions have been eliminated by
a few early retirements, some
re s ig n a tio n s
and
b u d ge t
manipulation, Academic Vice
President Donald Habbe said last
week.
Habbe said the faculty shuffling
should not hurt UM too seriously.
He said h irin g a d d itio n a l
professors would hurt UM more
because teaching salaries would
decrease, lowering the quality of
education. He added that he is
“ pretty sure’’ that the 1981
Legislature will not use the 19:1
student-faculty ratio to decide
teaching budget allocations for the
university system.

—Je an valle ly. R o llin g Sto n e

professor of philosophy last year,
but is now an associate professor
of humanities. Ron Perrin has
become a professor of political
science instead of philosophy.
In the School of Education,
Joanne Brenholt, a tenured
associate professor, and Jon
Wiles, former assistant dean, were
both given one year to find new
jobs, Hulme said. Both are appeal
ing their releases.
Hulme said most professors who
resigned or retired will not be
replaced.
Not all departments lost faculty
positions. The School of Fine Arts
hired two dance instructors, Mark
and Ella Magruder, who will split
one position. And the School of
Pharmacy and Allied Health
Sciences added pharmacist KinHai Yang.

THE CONCERT FILM
JA CK SO N BROWNE • CRO SBY, STILLS AND NASH
DOOBIE BROTHERS • JO HN HALL • GRAHAM NASH
BONNIE RAITT • G L SCOTT-HERON • CA R LY SIMON
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN AND THE E STREET BAND
JAM ES TAYLOR • JESSE CO U N YOUNG
AN D SPECIAL FRIENDS
"NO NUKES"
PRODUCED BY JULIAN SCHLOSS8ERG DANNY GOLDBERG
DIRECTED BY JUUAN SCHLOSS8ERG - DANNY GOLDBERG
ANTHONY POTENZA • A MUSE FILM
I WWUI COftCtPI AUW ONAinw OtCOTO *NOIAW1 I

ttuaavTf0 8» WARNER8008

Richard Hulme, director of the
UM Budgeting Office, said the cuts
were made by inflicting “ as little
pain as possible” on faculty
members and each department.
He said there were several
professors whose positions were
officially on the books but were
actually on leave without pay.
Those positions were eliminated to
balance the budget, Hulme said.
One way the College of Arts and
Sciences kept professors while
making budget cuts was to
reassign faculty positions. For
example, UM dropped the Italian
major program this year. But,
Domenico O rtisi, the only
professor of Italian, is still teaching
Italian classes. Ortisi is being paid

Q<

Wo/net Convrnjf«cotoni Compony

— M ONTANA PREMIERE—
STARTS TONIGHT!

JSBUD

SHOWS AT
7:00 A 9:15 P.M.

515 SOUTH HIGGINS

y o u x f ia x t

Faculty cuts by department
Funding of the University of Montana is based on a 19:1
student-faculty funding formula. One full-time equivalency
student (FTE) equals either 15 undergraduate credits or 12
graduate credits. The university is allowed one teaching
position for every 19 FTE's.
Last year UM officially lost 13.95 full-time faculty positions.
The following table shows a breakdown of how many teaching
positions were lost in each school.
79-80
80-81
Fiscal year ___ '
College of Arts and Sciences .................... 239.75
228.07
Business Administration................................ 28.43
28.47
Education* ..................................................... 32.86
37.41
Fine Arts .......................................................
40.75
41.25
Forestry ................................................
17.7616.96
Journalism .................................
6.31
6.20
Law>School...................................................
12.15
12.00
Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences ......... 20.67
22.17
Summer School.............................................. 19.80
17.42
Total ........................................................ ... 418.48
404.53
‘ The Home Economics Department moved from the College of
Arts and Sciences to the School of Education.
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THE ARTS GOME A LIV E IN M ISSOULA
1 9 8 0 -8 1

ASU M
PERFORMING ARTS
SUBSCRIPTION SERIES

ARTS

• BALLET WEST's classical 'Giselle'
October 30, 31, November 1,1980
• SLOVENIAN PH ILH ARM O N IC of YUGO SLAVIA
November 5,1980
• TWYLA THARP Dance Foundation
November 10,11,1980
• Concert Pianist GARY GRAFFMAN
November 25, 1980
• Classical Guitarist CHRISTOPHER PARKENING
January 28, 1981
• CHAM BER M USIC SOCIETY of LINCO LN CENTER
March 7,1981
• Flamenco Guitarist CA RLO S M O NTO YA
March 10,1981
• WESTERN OPERA THEATER'S 'Romeo & Juliet'
April 7,1981
• LES BALLETS TRO C KA D ERO de MONTE CA RLO
May 5,1981
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION!!
• M ARCEL M ARCEAU
April 13,1981

1980/81 SERIES SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Name (please print) ............................................... Telephone # ...........................
Mailing Address ............................................City ; . . . ; ..........
Zip
....... I. FALL SERIES (SELECT CHOICE A or B)
....A. All Four Shows
Indicate performance
Ballet West Oct. 30 .........or Oct. 3 1 ...............
....B. Mini Series
choice* with (X).
Twyla Tharp Nov. 10 __ or Nov. 11 ......

FALL SERIES
4 SHOWS

Select: Ballet W e s t............or Slovenian P h il.............AND Twyla T h a rp .............or G raffm an........ .

BOTH SERIES

.......II. WINTER SERIES
.....Parkening
.... Chamber Music Society

(Select 4 shows)
.....Western O p e ra-R o m e o & Juliet
.....Les Ballets Trockadero

.....Montoya

All seats reserved. Performances held at University Theatre except Western Opera in the Wilma Theatre, and Chamber
Music Society in the U.C. Ballroom. Reservations will be made as close as possible to seating preference indicated above.
Checks payable to University of Montana. Mail to 80/81 Series. UC 104, U of M, Missoula, MT 59812. For card charges
phone Montana Tickets. 728-2424.

..............a t $26
..............at $23
..............at $20
..............at $18

MINI SERIES WINTER SERIES
2 SHOWS
4 SHOWS
. . .........at $13.50 .................... at $24
. . .------ a t $12.50 .........
at $24
. . .------ at $11.50 ....................at $16
. . . . at $10.00 .................. at $15

Seating Preference

...................... at $44
orchestra/me 2zanlne . ........
...................... at $40 rear orch /b alco n y.................
...................... at $36 upper balcony ........................
......................at $30 students/senioTs (all seats) . . .

$..................................... Total Enclosed

Choose a quarter, half or full season! Join the ever growing family at the University of Montana who subscribe to Montana's Premiere Art Series. Discounts available to students and
^^n ior Citizens. Croup rates available. For more information, call the U.C. Box Office at 243-4921 or the Programming Office at 243-6661, University Center Room 104.
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Judge calls for study
of Anaconda closure

ASUM PROGRAMMING
PRESENTS
FALL QUARTER FILMS
1980
Saturday, Nov. 1
“The Blue Angel”

Sunday, Oct. 5
A Night of
Silent Films

s t a r r in g
M a r le n e
Dietrich and directed
by
Josef
von
Sternberg.
German
dialogue with English
subtitles.
9 p.m.
Copper Commons
FREE

“The Great Train
Robbery”
(A 10-minute Short)
“The General”
starring Buster Keaton
“M odem Times”
starring
Charlie Chaplin

Saturday, November 8
A Night of Screwball Comedies!!!!!!
“My Man Godfrey”
starring Carole Lombard and William Powell
“You Can’t Take It With You”
starring James Stewart
7 p.m.
UC Ballroom
FREE

8 p.m.
UC Ballroom
FREE

Friday, October 10
“Dinner at Eight”
starring Wallace Berry
Jean Harlow
John and Lionel Barrymore
9 p.m.

Copper Commons

FREE

Friday, Nov. 14
“All About Eve”
starring Bette Davis
and Anne Baxter. An
A c adem y
A w ard winner also credited
with introducing an
unknown
Marilyn
Monroe.
8 p.m.
Copper Commons
FREE

Saturday, Oct. 11
“The Wizard of Oz”
With Judy Garland
and the rest of the
well-known, magi
cal cast.
9 p.m. UC Ballroom
FREE

Saturday, November 22
A Night of Montana’s OwnHIIl!

Saturday, October 18
“Here Comes Mr. Jordan”
This Academy Award-winning film stars Robert
Montgomery and Claude Rains.
9 p.m.
Copper Commons
FREE

Myrna Loy (with Cary Grant and Melvyn Douglas) in
“Mr. Blandlngs Builds His Dream House”
and
Gary Cooper (with Barbara Stanwyck and
W alter Brennan .in Frank Capra's
“Meet John Doe”
7 p.m.
UC Ballroom
FREE

Sunday, Oct. 26
“The Turning
Point”

Saturday, Dec. 6
“The Point”

starring
S h irle y
M a c L a in e
and
Anne
B ancroft.
Beautiful ballet se
quences with Leslie
B ro w n e
and
Mikhail
Baryshnikov.
9 p.m.
UC Ballroom
FREE

An animated feature
with lively songs (in-eluding the hit “Me and
My Arrow”) composed
and p erform ed by
Harry Nilsson, who
also wrote the story.
9 p.m.
Copper Commons
FREE

HELENA (AP)—Gov. Thomas
Judge said yesterday he will create
a task force immediately to identify
every possible avenue of
assistance for the 1,500 workers
who were laid off Monday as a
result of the closure of the Anacon
da Copper Co.'s smelter in
Anaconda and refinery in Great
Falls.
Judge made the pledge to about
75 angry citizens of the community
of Anaconda who bused to the
Capitol seeking to vent their
frustrations.
“ Everything that can be done,
will be done,” Judge promised,
reminding his audience that he
recently lost his job too, "so don't
feel bad.”
But the group left the governor's
reception room with several per
sons muttering, “We get nothin’.”
In an earlier meeting with Judge
staff members, one worker said
Anaconda will become a 20th
century ghost town with a fourlane highway if state government
doesn’t act now to mitigate the
loss.
Judge told the group later that
he personally had offered virtually
a blank check from state govern
ment to officials of Anaconda and
its parent company, Atlantic
Richfield Co., to keep the smelter
and refinery open.
But he said they spurned every
offer, and he is convinced that
sheer economics—principally the
higher productivity of smelter
workers in Japan and the resultant
savings of taking Montana copper
ore there for processing—was the
only reason for Anaconda’s deci
sion.
But Judge also bitterly blamed
the Montana Legislature for what
he said have been 20 years of
obstinance in creating a full-blown
state
economic development
program which he said could have
prevented the suffering which
Anaconda and Great Falls now
face.
Judge said that the Legislature
has killed or drastically cut every
proposal he has offered since the
early 1960s to establish an
aggressive program to provide
incentives to business and in
dustry to locate in Montana—even
while other states have pursued
such programs full steam.
Judge told the citizens that he
had personally informed the presi
dent of the Anaconda Co. and

ARCO in Los Angeles last July 23
and later in Park City, Utah, that
the state would do anything the
companies wanted to keep the
smelter operating.
Judge said he offered "to require
. . . ask . . . the Board of Health to
reduce air quality standards, if that
would help” gr call the Legislature
into special session to change the
standards.
But he said company officials
said that wouldn’t make any
difference on their decision. He
said he also promised tax breaks,
industrial revenue bonds and
variances from federal and state air
quality standards, but all offers
were said to be useless.
Now that the shutdown has
occurred, Judge said he will make
relief the “ highest priority for the
three months I have remaining—
and then it’s somebody else's
problem."
He promised to try to convince
M o n ta n a 's c o n g r e s s io n a l
delegates and top officials of
ARCO-Anaconda to meet with
Anaconda people in Anaconda as
soon as possible.
Judge said he will attempt to get
justification for benefits under the
federal Trade Adjustment Act,
which provides 90 percent of pay
for workers laid off because of
foreign competition in their in
dustry.
He said TRA benefits are
available for two years after state
benefits run out, or three, years if
the recipient submits to job
retraining.
One citizen, Maurice Duffield,
said ARCO has lied to Montanans
for five years about its intentions to
make Anaconda tops in the copper
industry and all the company
wants is to skim the highest profits
from its Montana ore properties
and run off with them.
Judge agreed that the closure
decision was one of “absolute
profits.”
Noting he had just returned from
the Far East, Judge said that plants
in the Orient can now do
everything more efficiently and
economically than Americanbased factories can, and he said
“this country better wake up" to
that fact.
But Duffield said he was "not
worried about the world right
now," only how Anacondans can
make their next house payments.

Hunting Season Special
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspect front & rear brakes.
Check & inspect exhaust.
Inspect hoses.
Inspect for oil leaks.
Scope analyze engine.
Check changing system.
Check & inspect exhaust.

Regular Price $32.00y

Special Price
Call Randy or Mark for an Appointment
G MAC budget contract financing
available on approved credit

Ladies' Day
Thursday — 10% off
Friday, Oct. 31 Halloween Special!!!!!!!!
“The Bride of Frankenstein" and
The Original “Invasion of the Body Snatchers”
8 p.m.
UC Ballroom
FREE

Sunday, December 7
Nell Simon's “Barefoot In the Park”
starring Robert Redford and Jane Fonda
9 p.m.
UC Ballroom
FREE

Clip and Save
Hwy 93 S. & 39th • 261 -2626
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ASUM needs students’ help, Curtis says
By NANCI OLSON
Montana Kalmln Reporter

Students have a tremendous
contribution to make to the univer
sity by becoming involved in
student politics, ASUM President
David Curtis said in an interview
yesterday.
According to Curtis, many
students don't get actively in
volved in the University of Mon
tana and are content merely to sit
in their classes.
The students don’t realize the
impact they could have if they
joined an ASUM committee, he
said.
Every student pays an $18
quarterly activity fee and belongs
to ASUM. However, only a minority
of the students are involved in
committees and the executive
positions.
Each Winter Quarter, students
elect three officers and 20 Central
Board delegates who run these
committees and allocate the activi
ty fees to more than 50 student
groups and services for one year.
C urtis; Linda Lang, vicepresident, and Steve Spaulding,
business manager, are the elected
officials who oversee the com
mittees.
Faculty-student committees in
clude such groups as Academic
Standards
and
Curriculum
Review, Building Fees, Faculty
Ethics, grievance committees,
Traffic Board, and pest control.
ASUM also represents the
students in circumstances in
volving the state Board of Regents,
the faculty or the state Legislature,
Curtis said.
If students want to get directly
involved with the university, then
they should become involved in
departmental or faculty com

mittees, Curtis said.
The most important ASUM com
mittee is the Legislative Com
mittee, Curtis said.
Every two years, ASUM sends
lo b b y is ts to th e M ontana
legislature to lobby for student
interests. The Legislative Com
mittee directs the lobbyists and
provides information for lobbying
efforts.
Curtis said two student lobbyists

ASUM Officers
David Curtis, president
Linda Lang, vice president
Steve Spaulding,
business manager
Central Board Delegates
Off Campus
Carrie Bender
John Bulger
Carl Burgdorfer
Brian Campbell
Robin Castle
P. J. Dermer
Vicki Harriman
Carl Knottnerus
Linda May
Ed McMillan
Patrick Shannon
Ralph Simpson
Peggy Worden
On Campus
Susan Ferrera
Abdulmajeed Kadri
Michael Lopez
Dan O’Fallon
Doug Rice
Off-Campus organized
(fraternity and sorority)
Greg Anderson
Married Student Housing
Dan McGuire
CB members and ASUM
officers can be reached by
calling the ASUM offices,
243-2451, or by stopping by
the office on the ground floor
of the University Center.

will be sent to Helena this year.
"This could be the most impor
tant year in 50 years in the
Legislature for the university, so its
a real exciting year to be involved
in,” Curtis said.
The faculty evaluation com
mittee is another important com
mittee, Curtis said.
The committee gives students
an opportunity to analyze their
experiences in the classroom, and
give constructive criticism on
these experiences, Curtis said.
One important function of
ASUM is that it gives about $400,000 to 54 different student groups,
Curtis said. These groups, which
are funded each spring, range
from Programming and the Mon
tana Kaimin to Rugby Club and the
UM Wildlife Society.
The Student Action Center and
Programming are important parts
of ASUM, Curtis said.
The Student Action Center
(SAC), publishes a paper, and is
involved in environmental and
social issues, Curtis said. SAC also
sponsors an environmental week.

In an effort to provide a more
effective image of the university
and to improve the quality of
university publications, University
of Montana President Richard
Bowers announced July 1 the
consolidation of the University of
Montana's Information Services
and Alumni Offices.
Under the reorganization, the
combined staffs will become
known as University Publications
and Media Services. Deanna

Sheriff has been named the direc
tor under the title Director of
University Publications and Media
Services and Director of the Alum
ni Association.
In the memorandum, Bowers
wrote that considerable overlap
existed between the Alumni Office
and Information Services. He
wrote that consolidation of the
Alumni Office and Media Services
"brings internal communications,
supervision of the university’s

CB will meet every Wednesday
at 7 p.m. in the UC Montana Rooms
beginning Oct. 10.

728-4294
Member National Association
of Teachers of Singing

W e’re just down the river by the Higgins St. Bridge. Our store front faces
3rd and the back looks over the river.
We're young professionals who understand. W e’re glad to answer your
questions or solve any musical problems you might have.
D IS C O U N T FOR STUDENTS with valid I.D.

200 S. 3rd W.

Open 10-6

728-1957

“OUTLAW”
DISCO

WEDNESDAY
TONIGHT!

Positions are open on most
ASUM committees. Applications
and information can be obtained
by stopping by the ASUM offices
on the ground floor of the Universi
ty Center.

prom otional and recruiting
publications, and media services”
together for the university’s
recruiting and alumni efforts.
Before consolidation, Bowers
wrote, “There was no central
quality control and little stylistic or
visual consistency” in university
posters and publications.
The effect of the reorganization,
Bowers wrote, will be "better
quality publications and a more
effective presentation of the un
iversity at a lower cost.”

currently
scheduling

He that dies a martyr proves that
he was not a knave, but by no
means that he was not a fool.
—Charles Caleb Colton

Programming sponsors con
certs, movies, and lecture series.
According to Curtis, Central
Board is a legislative body for
student government.
CB members are required to
serve on 2 committees and are
appointed by Vice President Lang.
The primary purpose of CB is to
vote on budget requests.
But Curtis said “any issue which
is of concern to the students is of
concern to the CB.” •

Information Services has new name, director

Anne Carey
Voice Studio

Stomp and swing to the tuneful
IIHes of Wsylon Jennings, Willie
Nelson, Kenny Rogers and
Dolly Parton.

Vi PRICE LADIES’
DRINKS
7 P.M.-ll P.M.
■-v

In The Lounge of the

I M

o

m

t

a

n

a

1210 West Broadway 543-6192

Audubon Wildlife Film Series

Okefenokee
"Land of the Trembling Earth"

Tonite
University Center Ballroom • Free

ASUM Programming Presents

*

v

V

V

plus

Norton Buffalo
Thursday, October 9
8 P.M. Adams Fieldhouse Missoula
Tickets $8.00/$7.00 Students

This film takes a close look at one of the largest and most
fascinating primitive swamps in the United States, Okefenokee.
This 412,000-acre marsh in southeastern Georgia is home to a
magnificent variety of plants and animals.
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Health Service directors don’t agree

PIANO STUDIO—Private
Instructions with pianist.
Wide e xp e rie n ce on
facu lties o f Whitman
College, Eastern Wash
ington College, American
College (Switzerland) &
Cornish School (Seattle).
Adults, gifted children, all
levels. Call Lula Steven
son. 728-5925.

Rhythm hailed as best birth control method
Colltge Press Service
Almost without fail, they bear
long titles like "The Personal
Fertility Guide: How to Achieve Or
Avoid Pregnancy Naturally.” They
have other things in common, like
being published by relatively small

• TRAILWISE • GREAT PACIFIC IRON WORKS • NORTUR •

o

MONTANA WILDERNESS
uh
!3a!orth OUTFITTERS 3*3-1820
Hamilton
10% DISCOUNT FOR UM 8TUDENTS with I.D.
Additional 10% off Any Complete 8kl Package
Consisting of Any Ski, Boot, Pole and Binding
Discounts on Boats and Boating Equipment In Stock

Complete

torsion box sk i

X-C Service

& Waxing

Quality Equipment
for Serious Wilderness Travelers
a ALPENLITE • LOWE • NORSEWEAR a HOLLOWFORM • TRAK a

Ladles’ Night
Every Wednesday
Ladies O nly from 7-9 p.m.

10$ Beer

25$ Wine

50$ Highballs

Free Popcorn
Rock and Roll with Christy from Denver, Co.

•

Sept. 30-Oct. 4

145 W. Front

Beneath the Acapulco

liM

il

companies. They've all appeared
on bookshelves within the last
year.
And all, according to many birth
control groups, are part of a
movement to create a new boom in
popularity of an old practice: the
rythm method.
Though lay and clinical circles
generally ridicule the method as
“Vatican Roulette” and find it
riskier than other birth-control
methods, there appears to be a big
new crop of pro-rhythm literature
in bookstores and health facilities.
Nona Aguilar, author of the
recently-released “ No-Pill No-Risk
Birth Control," attributes the
proliferation of rhythm method
guides to the “risks” of other kinds
of birth control and to changing
sexual attitudes.
“ First,” she says, “ more women
are beginning to recognize the
risks of the effective birth control
devices like the pill and IUD
(intrauterine device)."
"Second, the promise of
constantly-available sex isn’t what
it was thought to be. It makes sex
boring.” She describes "regular
a b s tin e n c e " as " th e best
aphrodesiac available.”
While Aguilar and other authors
see change behind the new crop of
.literature, others see conspiracy.
Rocky M ountain Planned
Parenthood D irector Sherri
Tapper classes the books as
attempts by Catholic and “ profamily” groups to spread their
philosophies.
“ Rhythm only works for couples
in permanent relationships,” she
says. “They are trying to sell it to
people on the grounds that the pill
and IUD will kill them—scare
tactics. This way they can make
impermanent relationships im
possible.”
Tom Weber, d irecto r of
Minnesota Planned Parenthood,
says the movement to resell
rhythm is the product of “a
proliferation of national groups
whose efforts are in four direc
tions.”
One is to illegalize a women’s
right to abortion. Two is to group
all contraceptives and show them
as immoral. Three is to attack sex
education and, finally, also to
attack
Planned
Parenthood,"
Weber said.
Among the “national groups” he
mentioned were Right to Life,
American Bishops Concerned for
Life, and various "evangelical
movements” in what he calls “the
coming together of the New
Right.”
Planned Parenthood does tend
to be the target of most of the

authors of the new pro-rhythm
books.
“ I happen to disagree with
Planned Parenthood in many ways
when it comes to allowing anyone
to have intercourse whenever they
want,” concedes Terrie Guay, who
has written two of the new rhythm
guides. “ I think it’s perverse.”
Similarly John Kipley, who
wrote "The Art of Natural Family
Planning,” notes that “the mentali
ty of contraception has been the
most influential factor against the
family since 1913, when Planned
Parenthood founder Margaret
Sanger started preaching."
Kipley, like Aguilar and Guay,
also "believes this (sex) is an act
that should be confined to
marriage.”
In this escalating war of words,
college health services have
generally tended toward safe,
neutral ground. Josie Gregger of
the University of WisconsinMadison Health Center, for exam
ple, says a member of Right to Life
approached her about giving birth
control advice, but that she refuses
to take sides.
“We do not push anything,” she
states. “When we’re counseling,
we point out all the alternatives.’’
A number of college health
officials were surprised there was
an attempt to portray the rhythm
method favorably. “ No one has
contacted us about the rhythm
method,” says Dr. Joseph Beres,
director of the Student Health
Service at the University of
Nevada-Reno, “and I don't think
we'd give them the time of day if
they did.”
He explains that “we don’t think
it’s a very effective” means of birth
control. When it comes to family
planning, “We'll respect anyone’s
religious beliefs, but we don’t push
any non-medical modalities."

"We have requests for all kinds
of information, and we do mention
the rhythm method. But we men
tion it like someone else would
mention that leeches used to be
medical tools,” sniffed the director
of a major southeastern university
health service. The director re
quested anonymity because “ I
don't want the kooks calling me
about sin, when our business is
science."
New research, according to
Tapper, shows the pill to be less
risky than originally thought. She
speculates that the pro-rhythm
people are publishing their
literature in anticipation of positive
publicity about oral contracep
tives.
“The risks we hear about,”
claims Tom Weber, “came from
early sixties studies when women
were taking oral contraceptives 10
to 20 times more powerful than the
current ones.”
The Pill, the IUD, the diaphram
and the condom are all dismissed
and disliked by the rhythm ad
vocates. Nona Aguilar says they’re
“ unnatural.” John Kipling says,
“ they attempt to take apart what
God has put together.”
“ I urge couples to live with total
abstinence, and not to use each
other for their mutual orgasms,”
says Aguilar.
“The problem with Natural Fami
ly Planning,” Tepper counters, “ is
that it may not allow sexual expres
sion when people need it the most.
It places an unnatural restriction
on the expression of affections."
She theorizes Natural Family
Planning may be fine for a minority
of people. “About six percent of
our population are asexual. They
find a 10-day waiting period attrac
tive. It coincides with their natural
rhythm, and makes them feel
good. They can feel rewarded and
holy all at once.”

The ‘new’ method
The advocates of the new rhythm method of birth control
generally encourage three types of “ natural planning.”
One, largely based on recent research by Drs. John and
Evelyn Billings, is the Mucous Method. This involves examining
vaginal secretions and noting various changes throughout the
menstrual cycle. During the day when a slippery, lubricative,
raw, egglike discharge appears, the mucous is “ read” as fertile.
An older approach is basal body temperature monitoring, in
which a woman checks her temperature upon wakening and
records the rises and drops in degree that precede and follow
ovulation.
Another traditional strategy is the calendar method, which
requires that charts be kept of 12 cycles, and that they be used to
determine “fertile days.”
All methods require an average of 10 days of atstinence from
intercourse each month.

MV SINGLE INGREDIENT

DANCE CLASSES

TROOP SIZED IR G .

Elenlta Brown
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WEONISOAV
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3306 Brooke, Missoula 728-5650
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27 years performing, teaching, choreography, lecture demonstrations___
British Royal Academy of Dance, Buenos Aires; Ecole de Ballet du Theatre
de Mara Dousse, Lausanne, Switzerland. Extensive work with individual
teachers in Paris, Barcelona, Stockholm, New York, Jacobs Pillow, Stan
ford, San Francisco, Dallas, Phoenix, etc.

BALLET/CHARACTER
MODERN
PRIMITIVE/JAZZ
SPANISH/FLAMENCO
Also Pre-Dance for Small Children
Missoula— Tuesday and Thursday
1-777-5956

classifieds
Classified ads can be placad at tha Kalmln
business office, Journalism 206-A. Lost and found
and transportation ads are free. Rates for all other
ads are:
40* per 5-word line, first insertion.
45* per 5-word line, consecutive Insertions.
$1 minimum.
The Kalmln cannot be responsible for more than
one day's Incorrect advertising Insertion. If your ad
appears Incorrectly, call 243-6541 before noon for
correction in the next day's Issue.
Deadline for advertisements Is noon on the day
before the ad Is to appear. No refund for ad
cancellation.

lost and found__________________
LOST—Keys on red plastic key chain. If found
please call Beth at 721-3965 evenings.
2-4

personals
TONIGHT! Ladies night at THE FORUM. 10* BEER,
25* WINE. 50* HIGHBALLS 7-9 pm. Ladies Only.
_____________________ 2-1
ADVISER needed fo r Rodeo Club. Come to meeting
Thursday 7 p.m, LA 202.
2-2
ASUM PROGRAMMING is accepting applications
for advertising coordinator and coffeehouse
coordinator. Applications can be picked up at UC
104>Deadline Oct. 3.
1-4
SING—There’s a choir for you at UM. See music
secretary or come to Music 110.
1-4
SIMPLE AUDITIONS—Sing in a choir. Better than
“hanging out." And an hour's credit too. Check
with music office.
1-4
DO YOU play bass clarinet, trombone o r French
horn? If so. the U of M Symphonic Band wants
YOU! For further info call Tom Cook at 243-2959
or 243-6880 or see him in Room No. 3 o f the Music
Building.
i i

THE NEW U of M Marching Band is still looking for
members! Sousaphone and trombone players are
especially needed, but all are welcome. Call Tom
Cook at 243-2959 or 243-6880 for further info.
_________________________________________1-4

WORK STUDY: 20hours/week. $3.48 per hour. Must
have clerical skills, enjoy working with people and
have knowledge of environmental issues.
Environmental Studies Program. 758 Eddy. 2436273.

ED CLARK. In Missoula. October 26th._______ 1-4

_____ _______

MEXICAN OCTOBERFEST Dinner. Thursday. Oct.
2,6-8 p.m., at Mammyth Bakery Cafe. 131W. Main.
Bean burritos, chili, rellenos, green salad and
beverage all for $5.00. Please call and reserve
seats. 549-5542.________________________ 1-3

HOUSEKEEPER—For light house cleaning in
private home, 4-6 hrs./week. $3.75/hr. 543-4874.
1-2

TIRED OF BEING hacked on and lacked on? Call
Man's World. 543-4711.
1 -4
WEIGHT REDUCTION
you lose weight and
cycle. Meets twice a
Thurs 3-4 p.m. Starts

GROUP. Designed to help
break the weight gain/diet
week—Tues. 3-5 p.m. and
Oct. 7th. FREE._______1-4

STRESS MANAGEMENT. Learn to relax and cope
with the stress of taking tests, meeting new
people, giving talks, or whatever. FREE. CSD
Lodge, Wednesday. 3-5 p.m. Starts Oct. 8th.
_________________________________________1-4
SINGLE PARENTS GROUP. Get together with other
single parents for support and to solve problems.
FREE. CSD Lodge, Thursdays, 4-5 p.m. Starts
October 16th.
- 1-4
MAN'S WORLD. Home of State Champion hair
stylists. All phases of hair work. 543-4711.
1-4
MAN’S WORLD Hair Styling. We guarantee not to
... .
your hair up. 543-4711.
1-4

help wanted
WORK/STUDY students wanted as teachers' aides
in daycare center near campus. $3.30/hr. Call 5420552 days. 549-7467 evenings and weekends.
_________________________________1-4

FDA asks for warning
label to be put on tampons
WASHINGTON (AP)—The Food
and Drug Administration said
Monday it has asked five major
tampon manufacturers to put
warning labels voluntarily on all
boxes and brands of tampons.
The agency reiterated its plans
to propose a rule requiring a label
warning women that tampons
pose a risk of the rare but deadly
disease called toxic shock syn
drome.
In the meantime, it has sent
telegrams to the manufacturers
“strongly recommending” that
they add the warning now “as a
responsible consumer protection
step on your part.”
The agency suggested this wor
ding:
“Toxic shock syndrome (TSS) is
a rare bdt serious disease that can
occur in menstruating women.
TSS can cause death. The disease
has been associated with the use
of tampons. You may therefore
want to consider not using tam
pons or alternating tampons with
napkins."
"If you develop high fever and
vomiting or diarrhea during your

menstrual period, you should
remove your tampon immediately
and talk to a physician.”
FDA spokesman Wayne Pines
said the telegrams went out over
the weekend to the heads of
International Playtex, maker of
Playtex tampon; Tampax, maker of
Tampax; Kimberly-Clark maker of
Kotex; Johnson & Johnson, which
markets o.b. and Campana, maker
of Pursettes.
A sixth 'manufacturer, Procter
and Gamble, recently recalled all
of its Rely tampons and is prepar
ing to (launch a major advertising
campaign to tell women not to use
them.
The FDA telegram asks the
manufacturers to meet with the
agency "to discuss actions your
firm will undertake.”
It said the Center for Disease
Control has learned of more than
300 of the cases since January,
with 28 of them ending in death.
"Although the studies identified
Rely as the tampon most
associated with TSS, all brands of
tampons seem also to be
associated with TSS,” it said.

to d a y
Forums
Montana Wilderness areas, with emphasis on the
Rattlesnake, noon, UC Mall.

Presentations
Audubon Film/lecture: Dennis Holt’ 8 p.m., UC
Ballroom.

Meetings
Storeboard meeting, noon. UC Montana Rooms
360 A and B.

ORC presentation: "Clim bing Here and There,” R.
Klawitter, 8 p.m., UC Lounge.

Student Art Association, 5 p.m., Fine Arts Building

ASUM Program m ing
is accepting applications
for

2-3

_____________

MISSOULA CRISIS CENTER has work/study
positions open for one or two students. Will in
volve morning hours and vehicle. Call 543-4555 or
728-6876._______________________________1-4
ADDRESS AND STUFF envelopes at home. $800 pec
month possible. Any age or location. See ad under
business Opportunities. Triple **S."
1-3

Coffeehouse Coordinator

★

and
★

Advertising Coordinator
Applications Can Be Picked Up at

U C 104

business opportunities_________

Deadline Oct. 3

ADDRESS AND STUFF envelopes at home. $800 per
month possible. Offer, send $1.00 (refundable) to:
Triple "S," 869-T15 Juniper, Plnon Hills, CA
92372.
1-3

services
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Research catalog —
306 pages — 10,278 descriptive listings — Rush
$1.00 (refundable). Box 25097C, Los Angeles, CA
90025. (213) 477-8226.
1-9

typing
THESIS TYPING SERVICE — 549-7958.

eT

O ^Q

k

EXCHANGE

1-37

for sale
BICYCLES: 1-speed. 3-speed, 10-speed. 728-4325
after 5.
1-4
REUSEABLE STORE — COSTUMES FOR
PARTIES. BARGAIN BASEMENT — OPEN
MONDAYS ONLY. 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., corner of
Pine and Orange, basement of St. Francis Church.
ANYTHING YOU NEED FOR: APT. OR ROOM —
DISHES. BLANKETS, BEDSPREADS, POTS.
PANS. GLASSES,- WALL HANGINGS. LAMPS,
COTS, CLOTHING, BOOKS, ANTIQUES, ETC.,
ETC._____________________________
2-3

WE BUY • TRADE • SELL
Hardbacks • Paperbacks
Collectable Comics and Magazines
Hours; 9-9, Sun. 10-7
Holiday Village (Shopping Center)

Tel. 728-6342

FOR SALE: Portable electric typewriter, $50.00;
typing table, $5.00; electric broom, $10.00. Call
543-4651._______________
1-3
WOODEN CRATES. Great fo r books or record
albums. $3 each. 549-9340 or 721-4895.
1-8

roommates needed

W O U L D Y O U L IK E
TO

FEMALE-MALE share 5-bedroom house, large
fenced yard. $78.00. 251-2463.__________
2-1
Mature Female wanted to share 3 bedroom log
house. Convenient to University and downtown.
$100/month plus utilities. Call 549-6952.
2-2
QUIET, NON-SMOKER fo r daylite basement.
Washer/dryer, fireplace, no pets. 121416 Van
Buren, 721-4239, Peter.
1-3

H A V E FU N ?

Jo in the U o f M R ifle C lu b

M e e tin g —T h u rs d a y , Oct. 2, 1980
5:30 p.m ., 3 0 4 O ld M e n ’s G ym
E V E R Y O N E W E L C O M E !!

adventure
SEE THE RATTLESNAKE on horseback this
autumn! Two-hour, four-hour, o r all-day rides!
Gfantland Staples. Stave Mills, >721,-4} 57 office;
728-7805 home.
,
1-5

education
DANCE CLASSES. Elenita Brown. Experienced
teacher. Ballet/Character, Modern, Primitive,
Jazz, Spanish/Flamenco and Pre-dance for small
children. Missoula Tues. and Thurs.. 1-777-5956.
1-37

N o E x p e rie n c e o r E q u ip m e n t
N e c e s sa ry
F o r M ore In fo rm atio n C a ll:
Jo h n S co tt at 243-41918 a.m.-5 p.m .

Montana Barber College
of Hair Design
Welcomes U of M Students
100 off
Style

Miscellaneous
ORC outdoor fair, 11 a.m., UC mall.

Regular 4.25
Now 3.25

Wine and Cheese
Nite
Wine
2 for the price of One
Free Cheese

Expires Dec. 2, 1980
-Clip and Save-

Quality Cuts and Much Lower Prices
No Appointment Necessary

Styles
Perms
Shaves
Razor Cuts

Regular Haircuts
French Braiding
Beard Trims
Coloring

All services under direct supervision of a
Roffler trained stylist.
133 W. Main Downtown Missoula
Tues.-Sat. 9:30-5:00

721-2776

2200 STEPHENS AVENUE^
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Admissions . . .
Cont. from p. 1
Hill also said he quit because
two new admissions recruiters he
thought Bowers had promised him
were not going to be hired.
Bowers said the additional
recruiters were never promised,
and that while interviewing the
applicants for the directorship last
spring, he asked them if they could
work with the existing Admission
Office's budget.
"Not one told me, 'You can't do
what you're asking with that
budget'," Bowers said.
Nevertheless, the administration
is proceeding with its plans for the
office.
According to Deanna Sherriff,

whom Bowers last year gave chief
responsibility for coordinating
recruiting, James Royan will add
the “ increased emphasis” in
recruiting that the administration
is looking for.
Royan is now devoting his full
attention to public relations with
high school teachers, students and
their parents.
Sherriff said the ideal public
relations program would have a
specialist like Royan in each
a re a —m edia,
a lu m n i
and
legislative relations—with one per
son coordinating all the separate
efforts.
That one person, for the time
being, is her. In addition to being
the executive director of the Alum

ni Association, Sherriff is now the
director of university publications
and media services, formerly
called Information Services.
Unfortunately, UM does not
have the money available to hire all
the specialists.
Sherriff, like Bowers, said while
on past recruiting outings, the
most frequent complaints heard by
parents and high school students
is about slow response from the
admissions office.
"The main issue is not who
recruited or who didn’t,” Sherriff
said. “The main issue was whether
or- not the admissions office
provide accurate information to
prospects and applicants."
According to Sherriff, the office
has not.

ASUM cancels one charter flight
in a year when most major
airlines are having trouble filling
their airplanes, ASUM is having
trouble too. As a result, this year’s
ASUM Christmas charter flight to
Chicago has been canceled.
The flig h t was canceled
because of low attendance on last
year’s flight and ASUM's inability
to find a smaller aircraft for the trip,
according to Mark Matsko, former
ASUM business manager.
Nevertheless, this year's New
York charter flight is again ex
pected to fly filled to capacity,
Steve Spaulding, ASUM business

manager, said Tuesday.
Although both the New York and
Chicago charters used similar
aircraft last year, capacity varied
by 60 seats. The Chicago flight
used a standard version DC-8
seating about 180 people, and the
New York flight used a version of
the DC-8 seating about 240 peo
ple.
The ASUM Chicago flight did
not fill until the week before the
plane left last year, Matsko said.
Because of this and the un
availability of a smaller aircraft,
ASUM decided to avoid paying for

a possibly unfilled aircraft, he said.
ASUM has chartered the flights for
the past five years.
The price of last year's roundtrip ticket to New York was $240,
but this year the ticket is expected
to cost about $350, Armstad said.
ASUM and Northwest Travel
Service will begin negotiations
with United Airlines on the cost of
tickets and services next week.
An informational meeting for
students Interested in the New
York charter is scheduled for today
at 2 p.m. In the ASUM Conference
Room.

Is this your father?

The Student
Action Center
is
now hiring staff
people to transform
& transcend
the NORM

Apply at UC 105
by Oct. 10

ASUM LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
is hiring

★ Lobbyists to represent ASUM in
the Legislature.

★ Legislative Intern to work with
the Missoula Legislative delegation.

★ Work Study Student to assist
the committee in office work.
for information UC 105 • 243-2451

Congress rushes on federal spending bill
WASHINGTON
(AP)—House
and Senate negotiators rushed to
finish work by midnight yesterday
on an emergency-spending bill
needed to avert a shutdown of
nearly the entire federal govern
ment, except activities to protect
"life and property."
By mid-day, the negotiators had
plowed through less than half of
the 48 differences between the
House and Senate versions of the
bill. The legislation would finance
the government between the mid
night deadline—the end of fiscal
year 1980—and Dec. 15.
Although disagreements remain
on some sensitive issues, Sen.
Warren Magnusen, D-Wash., Ap
propriations Committee chairman,
expressed confidence that a com
promise would be reached in time
to prevent the threatened shut
down.
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr. said the House would
remain in session as late as
necessary to act on a conference
report once one is approved by the
negotiators.
“With the government going out
of ousiness, the answer is ye s.. .
we'li stay here until such time as
the continuing resolution is com
pleted," O'Neill told a news con
ference.
Final Senate approval also is
needed, as in the signature of

President Carter, before the
stopgap spending bill can take
effect.
By early Tuesday afternoon, the
conference still faced differences
over the level of funding for many
government programs, public
financing for abortion and lowincome energy assistance.
And while Congress tried to
resolve those sticking points,
federal
o fficia ls
contiriued
p re p a ra tio n s fo r th e u n 
precedented step of closing down
the government except for essen
tial services.
The need for a continuing
resolution to fund the government
and pay its 5 million employees
resulted because none of the 13
regular appropriations bills had
been enacted into law as fiscal
1980 drew to a close at midnight
T uesday.
The stopgap money bill extends

I

spending authority through Dec.
15 to give Congress time to return
from its election recess and finish
work on the 1981 budget and the
regular appropriation bills.
The "life and property" rule
apparently would allow much of
the military to continue to func
tion, as well as federal prisons,
veterans’ hospitals and many
police activities.
Also, Treasury Department of
ficials said 35 million Social
Security checks would be
delivered by the Post Office on
Oct. 3 because they have already
been processed and the Post
Office is an independent agency.
In addition, officials said the10.3
million people getting Aid to
Families with Dependent Children
would still get their checks
because federal payment to the
states, which administer the
program, has already been made.

Complete Waterbed for
as low as

69^®

Displaying the Largest
Selection in Montana
10:00-6:00 Mon.-Sat.
1806 South Ave.
549-3909

1639 South Ave.
549-8030

STetMClUB
meeist Towi®Hi

w H e ]

mmmmm

Munchle Madness

of

BEST’S
ICE CREAM
2 Old
Fashioned
Sodas or
Floats for the
Price of One
8 p.m.—11 p.m.
2301 S. Higgins

NO COVER

TRADING POST SALOON
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